We compute the one loop right and left anomalous tensor couplings (g R and g L , respectively) for the top quark, in the aligned two-Higgs-doublet model. They are the magnetic-like couplings in the most general parameterization of the tbW vertex. We find that the aligned two-Higgs doublet model, that includes as particular cases some of the most studied extensions of the Higgs sector, as Type I and II 2HDM, introduces new electroweak contributions and provides theoretical predictions that are very sensitive to both new scalar masses and the neutral scalar mixing angle. The model can account for new CP violation effects via the introduction of complex alignment parameters that have important consequences on the values for the imaginary parts of the couplings. The top anomalous tensor couplings will be measured at the LHC and at future colliders providing a complementary insight on new physics, independent from the bounds in top decays coming from B physics and b → sγ.
For on-shell particles, the amplitude for the top quark decay can be written:
In the Standard Model (SM) the tree level anomalous couplings are g R = g L = 0. Recent calculations including one loop QCD and EW corrections give: g S M R = −(7.85+1.23i)×10 −3 and g S M L = −(1.220+0.014i)×10 −3 [1, 2] . Experimental measurements of the anomalous couplings take place both at Tevatron and the LHC. Recent publications combine ATLAS and CMS results for top helicity fractions [3, 4, 5] , giving −0.142 ≤ gR ≤ 0.023 and −0.081 ≤ gL ≤ 0.049 at 95% CL [6] . Indirect bounds were obtained in Refs. [7, 8] from the Br(B → X s γ) branching ratio, measured at B factories. These results represent the strongest bounds on the anomalous tensor couplings. In our notation, they get: −0.07 < Re(g R ) < 0.27, and −0.001 < Re(g L ) < 0.0003 which is in slight tension with the predicted SM value given in Ref. [2] . The measurement of an asymmetry between the forward and backward decay fractions in the normal direction can put bounds on the value of the imaginary part of g R : A N FB = 0.64P Im(g R ) [9] . Recent measurements made in Ref. [10] give: A N FB = 0.031 ± 0.065(stat.)
The 2HDMs extend the SM Higgs sector by adding a scalar doublet. The doublets Φ 1 and Φ 2 contain five physical degrees of freedom: two charged scalars H ± and three neutral scalars which must be rotated to obtain the mass eigenstates ϕ i = (H, h, A) = R i j (γ)S j . In the Yukawa sector, the model allows for flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC), due to the coupling of both doublets to fermion fields through two a priori non simultaneously diagonalizable matrices. Alignment in flavour space is required to avoid tree level FCNC. Then both matrices are proportional, and therefore si-
The complex parameters ς u and ς d are called the alignment parameters [11] . The Yukawa lagrangian of the A2HDM can be written as:
where the neutral couplings are y
Bounds on the alignment parameters have been explored in B meson and lowenergy physics in Refs. [12, 13, 14, 15] , giving |ς u | < 0.91(1.91) for m H ± = 80(500) GeV, and |ς u ||ς d | 20, for M H ± ∈ (80, 500) GeV, assuming |ς u | < 3.
The contributions to the top quark anomalous tensor couplings g R,L in the A2HDM have been calculated in Ref. [16] . The Feynman diagrams in the calculation are identified by naming the particles in the loop as ABC, as in Figure 1 : The t → bW + vertex: one loop diagrams.
We chose different scenarios for the masses of the new particles (Table 1) : two with three light neutral scalars (I and Ii), two with h as the only light scalar (II and IIi) and two more with the CP-odd scalar A being the lightest one (III and IIIi). The mass m H is chosen to be higher and lower (types i) than the top quark mass:
For the six different mass scenarios considered, we study how the quotients Q will certainly produce larger deviations from the SM-EW predictions. The right coupling g R is very sensitive to the mixing angle γ and the θ u phase, as shown in Fig. 2 . The quotient Q Im R can take values from 0.5 up to 1.5, for ρ u = 1 and for several values of θ u . Im(g R ) has already been measured at the LHC [10] , taking advantage of the recently investigated asymmetries in the normal direction [9] , and future measurements may show sensitivity to new physics. A significant deviation of this mea-surement from the electroweak SM value would point to new CP-violation mechanisms such as the non-zero phases θ u,d . For Re(g L ) there are some values of the ρ u parameter where this magnitude can change sign with respect to the SM-EW prediction. Then, the total one loop QCD plus A2HDM prediction for this coupling is 18% lower than the SM one. Besides, this fact could produce contributions that may elucidate the tension between the indirect bounds put on Re(g L ) by b → sγ decays and the SM prediction (Fig.3) . The imaginary part of g L is extremely sensitive to ρ u and to both complex phases θ u,d . It can deviate from the SM prediction up to 400%, even for low values of the ρ u parameter ( 1) .
The study of the A2HDM in this unexplored context of top quark physics shows that the precise measurement of the anomalous top couplings may allow for a discrimination among the different scalar mass scenarios and the value of the mixing angle γ. The measurement of the anomalous couplings (real and imaginary parts) for the top quark can also reveal new CP-violation mechanisms that can be accounted for in the A2HDM by the the complex alignment parameters ς u,d . The observables considered in the literature, taken together with the results presented in Ref. [16] can help in finding new physics and also in restricting the range of the allowed regions of the parameter space in the A2HDM. High precision measurements of the top quark anomalous tensor couplings are expected in the next high energy runs at the LHC and in the next generation of colliders. These measurements, the flavor constraints and the collider searches for new scalar resonances are complementary insights and will illuminate this up to now almost unexplored physics.
